Sustainable developments and measurements are being taken all over the world, in all sorts and kinds. Still many steps need to be taken, and conflicting interests need to be solved, but the awareness and care for our environment has never been in better shape than today. This is a very promising and challenging development that would only work much more efficient and effective, if it were coordinated worldwide. The UN Headquarters of Sustainability, or UN Environmental Council, will be the home base for this worldwide coordination of sustainable measurements.

The position within the realm of sustainability, ‘It will be an architectural icon of sustainability that will represent ... This is the position that the building will have as a beacon of sustainability to the international community. What position will the UNEC have in the international community? The UN Security Council has the primary responsibility, under the Charter, for the maintenance of international peace and security. ‘The UNEC should be a development of a coordina...
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4. New slow pedestrian route
   - Create a new extra pedestrian route. A slower route with a sequence of space that slows down the pedestrians and extracts the user from the city with outside rooms.

5. New water element
   - Introducing new central water element to give direction and create visual and sound element.

6. Introducing new Green
   - Because of the lack of green in the city, new green will be introduced on and around the plot.

7. Expansion of New public space
   - Square and slow route / outside rooms

8. Impression of New urban design

Model study's

Characters for new Urban space
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Model study's

- Specializing plot corner
- "Tower" on Corner
- Transparent layer between Tower & Base
- Adding multi purpose Green rooms

5. Specializing plot corner
   - Creating views division of program specializing the corner
   - Specializing the corner of the plot and introducing a tower volume. Corner of the plot has most sunshine and is most free. And provides the least visible and outspoken location.

6. "Tower" on Corner
   - Creating views division of program specializing the corner
   - "Tower" on Corner

7. Transparent layer between Tower & Base
   - Adding Multi purpose Green rooms
   - Adding Multi purpose Green rooms in the tower. Rooms can function as inner gardens and give a green image for the UNEC

8. Adding multi purpose Green rooms
   - Adding Multi purpose Green rooms in the tower. Rooms can function as inner gardens and give a green image for the UNEC
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Levels:
- Level 0
- Levels 13 / 36
- Levels 0 / 36
- Levels 13 / 36

Elevator zoning:
- Four cores

GAP BETWEEN TOWER AND BASE

Base lobby
Office space

North elevation
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LEVEL 0 "the base"
- toilet
- koffie bar
- installation's installation's
- lockers / wardrobe
- security office passes
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sky lobby

south elevation
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Final urban design proposal UNEC location

DIVIDING THE PROGRAM

COLLECT
PRODUCE
PROPAGATE
EXCHANGE

The building concept

1. Design location
2. E 47th street extension
3. Divide the plot
4. Divide plot & keep “Base end” extension
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